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PADASALAI.NET’S CENTUM COACHING TEAM 

SPECIAL QUESTION PAPER 

CLASS: XII         TIME : 3 HRS. 

SUB: COMPUTER SCIENCE       MARKS : 150 

I. Choose the correct answer:        [75X1=75] 

1. The key pressed to select  the spelling command is 

a)F6   b)F7  c)F8  d)F2 

2. In spell check dialog box __________ button insert a word in to the dictionary 

a)Insert   b)Include c)Add  d)Add word 

3. The key pressed to move forward through the cells in a table is 

a)Tab   b)Shift  c)Alt  d)Ctrl 

4. The staroffice function used for creating database 

a)Microsoft Acces b)staroffice Base c)Star Database d)Staroffice Calc 

5. To change the line spacing 

a)EditPage  b)FileLine spacing c)EditLine spacing d)None of these 

6. _______ require advance planning 

a)Formatting  b)Styles   c)Alignment  d)Bullets 

7. The thick horizontal line in the page area is called 

a)Insertion point b)Formular bar  c)End of document marker d)None 

8. __________ option under _______ menu is used to change margins 

a)ruler,view  b)view,ruler  c)page,format  d)both a & c 

9. In staroffice writer, the default left margin is 

a)1 Inch   b1.25 Inch  c)1.5 Inch  d)2 inch 

10. Quattro pro is developed by 

a)Borland International b)Lotus corporation c)Sun Microsystems d)Microsoft 

11. Which menu is used to insert predefined formula in to the worksheet 

a)Insert   b)Format  c)Edit   d)File 

12. The format of the date entered in worksheet is 

a)dd/mm/yy  b)mm/dd/yy  c)yy/dd/mm  d)dd/mm/yyyy 

13. Visicalc contain _________ rows and _______ column 

a)1,32000  b)63,254  c)254.64  d)64,356 

14. A grid of cells with a programmable calculator attached to  each cell is 

a)Word processor b)Database  c)Spreadsheet  d)Word perfect 

15. The bar that display current cell and its content is 

a)Function bar  b)Object bar  c)Formula bar  d)Both a & b 

16. =$c$4 is an example for ________ cell referencing 

a)Relative  b)Absolute  c)Automatic  d)Manual 

17. Applications such as payroll and inventory control fall under category of 

a)Word processing b)Text Processing c)Numeric Processing d)Data Processing 

18. A screen that display the fields of record in a well spaced manner is 

a) Query  b)Tables  c)Filter   d)None of these 
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19. ________ database is primarily used in mainframe computers 

a)Relational  b)Hierarchical  c)Flat file  d)Network 

20. The pane that is displayed the lower part of the table design window is 

a)filed type  b)filed properties c)description  d)none 

21. In a table, the queries are special views of 

a)report  b)Form   c)data   d)records 

22. _______ software is used to communicate with database 

a)C++   b)Staroffice Writer c)SQL   d)Visicalc 

23. Which command is used to transfer each heading together with its accompanying paragraph to 

presentation 

a)FilesendAuto abstract  b)FileSendOutline 

c)FilesendAuto Text  d)FileSendpresentation 

24. Which window generates the layout of data in the report 

a)Generate Layout   b)Grouping c)Layout d)Labeling Field 

25. The option of field properties used to specify the maximum characters that can be entered in 

that field is 

a)entry required b)length c)maxlength   d)default value 

26. To improve the efficiency in the display images we use 

a)Vector card  b)Vector Graphical Card  c)Vector Graphics Card   d)All of these 

27. The attribute that control the characteristics of sound is __________ 

a)amplitude  b)frequency  c)pitch   d)All the above 

28. The conversion of analog sound waves to digital format is called as 

a)tuning  b)sampling  c)morphing  d)warping 

29. Example of a sound editing program is 

a)Sound Forge  b)Sound World  c)Sound Soft  d)Sound Pro 

30. Based upon the creation, 2D animation are classified as 

a)Cell based  b)Object based  c)Method based d)All of these 

31. How many options are displayed in presentation wizard to create an empty presentation 

a)4   b)5   c)2   d)3 

32. Which of the following view allows creating and editing slides 

a)Normal  b)Outline  c)Notes   d)Handouts 

33. The key combination used for setting printing option in Staroffice Impress is 

a)CTRL + P  b)ALT + P  c)Shift + P  d)CTRL +ALT+P 

34. Which of the following key is used to open the stylist 

a)F4   b)F2   c)F11   d)F5 

35. Which key is used to end a presentation 

a)Ctrl + end  b)ESC   c)F5   d)Tab 

36. The template for entities that have common behavior is 

a)Object  b)Instance  c)Both a & b  d)Class 

37. Which function is used to draw a circle 

a)draw(side)  b)draw(circle)  c)draw(radius)  d)draw(length,breadth) 

38. Words that have special meaning to the language compiler is  

a)identifier  b)keywords  c)identifier  d)constant 
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39. Normally starting with underscore is _______ System variable 

a)Ordinary   b)Internal  c)External   d)Pointer 

40. _____ is invalid variable 

a)test   b)mark_list  c)const   d)test1 

41. _________ storage class is defined in another program 

a)extern  b)auto   c)static   d)register 

42. The logical grouping of operands and operators for evaluation is called as 

a)association  b)inheritance  c)polymorphism d)object 

43. In switch statement, the selection expression can be of a(n) 

a)integer  b)float   c)double  d)void 

44. The program statement that causes jumps are called as ________ 

a)Control Structures b)Exit check loop c)If loop  d)while loop 

45. Every action block of switch should be terminated using 

a)break   b)continue  c)return  d)all 

46. The statement that forces the next iteration of the loop to take place, skipping the code 

following it is 

a)break   b)default  c)continue  d)case 

Read the following snippet carefully and answer the questions 47 to 49 

Int sum(int x,int y) 

{return x+y;} 

void main() 

{ int a,b,add=0; 

add=sum(a,b); 

cout<<add; 

47. Which is the actual parameter of the segment 

a)x,y   b)a,b   c)add,sum  d)x,y,a,b 

48. Which is the formal parameter of the segment 

a)x,y   b)a,b   c)add,sum  d)x,y,a,b 

49. Which statement calls the function? 

a)int sum(int x,int y) b)sum(a,b)  c)sum(x,y)  d)add 

50. Which of the following induces reusability of code 

a)function  b)class   c)Object  d)All 

51. Char nm[5] requires _______ bytes 

a)5 bytes  b)10 bytes  c)20 bytes  d)40 bytes 

52. Which of the following is a 2-D character array 

a)matrix  b)string   c)mark list  d)all of these 

53. Which is the terminator for string inputs in C++ 

a)white space  b)carriage return c)enter key  d)all of these 

54. Initially C++ was given the name as  

a)C with addition b)C with increment c)C with classes  d)C with objects 

55. The default access specifier is 

a)public   b)private  c)pointer  d)protected 

56. _____ is the key feature of objected oriented programming language 

a)inheritance  b)encapsulation  d)data hiding  d)class 
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57. In a class, member functions are also called as _____ 

a)members  b)abstracts  c)attributes  d)methods 

58. In C++, there are _________ methods for creating objects 

a)2   b)3   c)Only one  d)4 

59. ____ is the most important feature of c++ 

a)Inheritance  b)Class   c)Encapsulation  d)Polymorphism 

60. Polymorphism is achieved through 

a)Data hiding  b)Overloading  c)Inheritance  d)Object 

61. Binary operators are that are overloaded through a member function take  

a)One implicit argument b)One explicit argument 

c)Many explicit argument d)Many implicit argument 

62. By integral promotion, integer data type can be converted in to 

a)char   b)double  c)float   d)all of these 

63. ___ operator can be overloaded 

a)?:   b).   c)+   d): : 

64. The function that is executed automatically when the control reaches the end of the class scope  

a)Constructor  b)Destructor  c)Destroy  d)inline 

65. In the absence of user defined destructor, it is generated by the  

a)computer  b)class   c)object  d)compiler 

66. ________ is not a type of inheritance 

a)Simple  b)multiple  c)single   d)multilevel 

67. ________ are executed in the reverse order 

a)Constructor  b)Destructor  c)Object  d)Class 

68. _______ are not inherited 

a)function  b)member function c)constructor  d)objects 

69. Constructor declare under  

a)private  b)public  c)protected  d)local 

70. Which of the following functions is used as electronic pets 

a)Projection TV  b)Creative line  c)Robots  d)Animated stories 

71. Which permit us to draw money comfortably at home by using internet facilities 

a)e-mail  b)e-shopping  c)e-banking  d)e-governance 

72. Expand ITES 

a)Internet Technology Enabled Services  b)Information Technology Enabled Services 

c)Internet information  enabled services  d)Information Terminology Enabled Services 

73. The facility that allows us to the user to speak into a special device is called as 

a)Telephone  b)Cell Phone  c)Dicta phone  d)All of these 

74. _________ facilitates remote diagnostics 

a)computer  b)internet  c)ITES   d)healthcare 

75. In the mid 1960’s who examined unethical and illegal uses of computers 

a)Nobert wiener b)Dennis Ritchie c)Donn Parker  d)Rick mascitti 
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PART II 

Answer any twenty of the following questions in one or two sentences each  20 X 2=40 

76. What is the use of highlighting 

77. How will you working with multiple documents in Starwriter 

78. Write the steps to delete the rows and delete the contents in a cell staroffice calc 

79. How will you insert special characters in to the worksheet 

80. What are the three components that make a database 

81. Differentiate between flat file and relational database 

82. Define morphing and warping 

83. What is sound forge 

84. How will you insert pictures in presentation 

85. What is a slideshow 

86. Define object 

87. What are keywords? Give examples 

88. Write a note on enumerated data type 

89. Evaluate the following expression where a=5,b=6,c=7; 

90. A) a+=b*c;  B) c*=a+a/b 

91. Define iostream.h 

92. What are the rules for actual parameters 

93. Find the number of elements and memory bytes required for the array float purchase[2] [4] 

94. Explain the syntax and purpose of strlen() 

95. Difference between data hiding and data abstraction 

96. What are static data members 

97. What are the functions of constructor 

98. Define abstract class 

99. How computers useful in education 

100. Define cracking 

PART III 
Answer any SEVEN of the following questions in five to ten sentences each 7 X 5= 35 

101. What are the various functions of the icons in the Table formatting toolbar 

102. Explain the method of change margins using page style dialog box 

103. Explain the different operators in sacrifice calc 

104. How will you working with multiple sheets and printing woeksheets 

105. What is report? Write the steps to generate a report using staroffice base 

106. Explain switch statement with example 

107. Explain call by reference with example 

108. Define operator overloading with rules 
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